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1 T�e bi���ss ���el, ��e ���n��ic� bi���ss �pp���c�, ��e lu�pe� p����e�e� ���el, �n� ��e Sc��e�e� �1954� 
�pp���c� �ll �e�e� �� � speci�c��i�n w�e�e ��e �s� s��ck ��n��ics is gi�en b� Bt+1 = Bt + F(Bt) - ht, where Bt is 
biomass, F is the growth function (e.g., l�gis�ic�, �n� ht is ��e ���e �� ����es�� As w�i��en b� Hilb��n �n� W�l-
�e�s �2001�, ��e �e�� “bi���ss ���el” is s��ew��� c�n�using since bi���ss �� ne� p���uc�i�n is n�� � unique 
c����c�e�is�ic �� ��e Sc��e�e� ���el� R���e�, ��e unique c����c�e�is�ic �� ��e Sc��e�e� ���el is ��e �esc�ip�i�n 
�� p�pul��i�n ��n��ics in �e��s �� bi���ss ins�e�� �� nu�be�s in �ge cl�ss� T�us, ��e� use ��e �e�� “��n��ic 
bi���ss ���el” ��� ��e Sc��e�e� �pp���c�� T�is p�pe� uses “bi���ss ���el” ��� s�����




Abstract   A generic age-structured model for optimal harvesting is formulated and 
analyzed. The aim is to maximize utility from the harvest, net of effort cost. Yield 
depends on effort, catchability, and population age structure. The recruitment func-
tion is nonlinear. The age-structured model can be viewed as a generalization of the 
biomass approach. Comparison with the biomass model shows that the age-structured 
information influences the optimal steady-state population and harvest and the quali-
tative features of optimal transition. Pulse fishing or interior limit cycles are possible, 
but the optimal solution may represent a smooth, sustainable harvest even when the 
model is linear in effort. Linearity assumptions do not guarantee the optimality of 
constant escapement. If the age distribution is dominated by young age classes, the 
optimal yield may be lower with higher biomass. With knife-edge selectivity, the opti-
mal steady state may become independent of the interest rate.
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Introduction
�c�n��ic �ese��c� �n �s�e�ies ��s wi�el� �pplie� ��e bi���ss �pp���c� �� �esc�ibe �s� 
populations over time. This has led to models that are suitable for analytical methods 
�n� ex�ensi�ns, suc� �s g��e ��e��e�ic�l �n�l�sis �� �pen �ccess �n� ���els �� �s�e�� 
regulation. In spite of this success, several authors have proposed that economic analysis 
should be extended to include the age classes of the harvested population. The issue has 
�l�e��� been ��ise� b� Cl��k �1985, 1990�, w�� w���e ���� ��e “lu�pe� p����e�e�” �p-
proach may be too simplistic for management purposes.1 Wilen �1985, 2000� ��s w�i��en 
that the biomass approach may, at best, serve as a pedagogical tool, but that more realistic 
���els s��ul� be b�se� �n p�pul��i�n �ge s��uc�u�e� Hilb��n �n� W�l�e�s �1992� w�i�e 
���� in �s�e�ies ec�l�g� ��e bi���ss ���el is seen �s � p��� c�usin �� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� 
�n�l�sis� T�wnsen� �1986� �n� W�l�e�s �n� M���ell �2004� ���e ��ise� si�il�� issues� In Tahvonen 148
c�n���s�, i� is su�p�ising ���� in �is su��e� B��wn �2000� ��un� ���� ec�n��is�s ���e n�� ju�ge� 
�ge�s��uc�u�e� ���els �� be su��cien�l� use�ul �� c��pens��e ��� ��ei� inc�e�se� �i��cul�ies�
  T�e exis�ing �ge�s��uc�u�e� �p�i�iz��i�n s�u�ies ��e ��pic�ll� c�se s�u�ies �� speci�c 
�s�e�ies� T�is w��k ��s s��wn ���� inclu�ing ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e le��s �� � �ic�, �e�s��ile 
pic�u�e �� �s�e�ies ��n�ge�en�� H�we�e�, ��e�e ��e se�e��l �pen ques�i�ns �s �� w��� ��e 
general analytical features of the optimal solutions are and how the age-structure infor-
mation changes the optimal solutions from those obtained by the biomass approach. The 
age-structured optimization model is rather complex, but it should not be impossible to 
achieve an understanding of its analytical properties similar to the understanding of exist-
ing models based on biomass variables. 
  As a step in that direction, this study formulates and analyzes a generic version of the 
�isc�e�e��i�e �ge�s��uc�u�e� �p�i�iz��i�n ���el� Au����s suc� �s Cl��k �1990�, Hilb��n 
�n� W�l�e�s �1992�, �n� Wilen �1985� ���e w�i��en ���� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el is �n�-
lytically incomprehensible. Although this view may be too pessimistic, this paper follows 
the existing studies and examines the problem using numerical methods. Since a generic 
age-structured model can be viewed as a generalization of the biomass approach, its fea-
tures and optimal solutions can be compared with those of the biomass model. Such a 
c��p��is�n ei��e� ��es n�� exis� �� is inc��ple�e in ��e �s�e�� ec�n��ics li�e���u�e�
  ���lie� s�u�ies �� �p�i��l ����es�ing �� �ge�s��uc�u�e� �s� p�pul��i�ns ���e been 
publis�e� b��� in �s�e�� ec�l�g� �n� ec�n��ics� Ge�z �n� H�ig�� �1989� p�esen�e� �n 
extensive survey of age-structured population models and harvesting. On closer inspec-
tion, most studies they cite solve the model under more or less ad hoc restrictions, such 
�s �equi�ing ���� ��e ����es� is c�ns��n� ��e� �i�e� T�e �e�s�ns ��� p�esen�ing ��ese “sub-
�p�i��l s����egies” ��e ���� ��e� ��ke ��e ���el ���e ���c��ble in nu�e�ic�l �n�l�sis �n� 
they force the solution to represent the desired smooth, sustainable harvest over time.
  Quinn �n� De�is� �1999� e�p��size �p�i��l ����es�ing ���els in ��ei� b��k �n 
�s�e�ies ec�l�g�� A l��ge p��� �� ��ei� �n�l�sis is b�se� �n ��e bi���ss �pp���c�� ��� 
optimization models that include an age structure, they refer to studies on suboptimal 
����es�ing p�licies� One ��pic�l ex��ple is ��e s�u�� b� Hig���we� �n� Len��z �1989�, 
w�e�e ��e �i� is �� �n� � ����es�ing s����eg� ���� is line�� in bi���ss �n� ���� ��xi�izes 
��e ��e��ge �iel� ��e� �i�e� An���e� line �� �p�i�iz��i�n s�u�ies �De�is� 1987� �i�s �� �e-
�el�p ��e Be�e���n �n� H�l� �1957� �iel� pe� �ec�ui� ��e��� �n� ��s p���uce� � c�llec�i�n 
�� p��c�ic�ll� influen�i�l bi�l�gic�l �e�e�ence p�in�s �suc� �s ��e F0.1 s����eg�� ���� ���� ��e 
economic point of view are ad hoc �n� si�il�� �� ��xi�u� sus��in�ble �iel� �MSY��
  An e��l� s�u�� �n ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� �s�e�� p��ble� ��xi�ize� p��sic�l �iel� bu� 
applied no ad hoc �es��ic�i�ns �n� �b��ine� ��e �esul� ���� gi�en n�nselec�i�e �s�ing ge��, 
��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n ��s ��e �e��u�e �� pulse �s�ing �W�l�e�s 1969�� In � pi�nee�ing ec�-
n��ic s�u�� �� ��e A�l�n�ic c�� �s�e��, H�nness�n �1975� �b��ins � si�il�� �esul�� Cl��k 
�1990� �pplies ��e cl�ssic Be�e���n �n� H�l� �1957� ���el �s cl�sel� �s p�ssible �n� 
w�i�es ���� in i�s gene��l ���� ��e p��ble� is �l��s� inc��p�e�ensible� Un�e� si�pli�c�-
tions like exogenous recruitment, Clark found that the solution almost inevitably follows 
��e pulse �s�ing s����eg�� Kenne�� �1992� �n�s si�il�� pulse �s�ing s�lu�i�ns �p�i��l 
��� ��e wes�e�n ��cke�el �s�e��� 
  H��w��� �n� W�i��le �1986� s�u�� ��e p��ble� �ll�wing n�nline�� u�ili�� �n� c�s� 
functions. Optimal solutions are approximated by linearizing the optimality conditions in 
��e �icini�� �� ��e s�e��� s���e� Assu�ing ���� ��is �e���� �iel�s � s�lu�i�n, i� speci�es 
e����� �s � line�� �unc�i�n �� ��e nu�be� �� �s� in �i��e�en� �ge cl�sses� ��� c�ses w�e�e 
an optimal linear control could not be found, the authors expect that the solution would 
���e ��e p��pe��ies �� pulse �s�ing� T�is c�se is s�l�e� using � �i��e�en� s�lu�i�n �e���� 
�H��w��� 1987�; � s����eg� ��e �u����s �n� s��ew��� inc�n�enien�� H��w��� �1996� �p-
plies different numerical methods, but the results are similar.
  M��e �ecen�l� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el ��s been use� b� S��ge �2006�, w�� �pplies 
�n �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el �� N��ibi�n line�s�ing �n� �n�s ���� ��e ��in �esul�s �epen� �n 149 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
the length of the planning horizon. He calls for more economic research on age-structured 
���els� In � s�u�� �� ��s� A�l�n�ic blue�n �un� �s�e�ies, Bj��n��l �n� B��s�� �2006� �p-
pl� � c��plex ���el wi�� �ul�iple ge�� ��pes� In ���i�i�n �� �b��ining ��e pulse �s�ing 
solution, they show that it would be optimal to shut down some of the existing gear types.
  There is no doubt that the existing studies have provided valuable insights for the 
speci�c �s�e�ies in�es�ig��e�� W�en i� c��es �� � ���e gene��l, ��e��e�ic�l un�e�s��n�-
ing of the age-structured optimization model, perhaps the main result is that the optimal 
s�lu�i�n ��pic�ll� �ep�esen�s pulse �s�ing� T�is ��s been ��un� s��ew��� inc�n�enien� 
since a smooth sustainable yield and stable income are typically important goals of any 
success�ul �s�e�� p�lic�� Ne�e���eless, s��e s�u�ies sugges� ���� pulse �s�ing �is�ppe��s 
w�en ��e �s�ing ge�� is ���e selec�i�e �W�l�e�s 1969; H�nness�n 1975��
  It would be constructive to obtain a better understanding of how the inclusion of the 
�ge�s��uc�u�e� in������i�n c��nges ��e qu�li���i�e p��pe��ies �� �p�i��l ����es�ing� Tw� 
�ecen� s�u�ies �pp���c� ��is ques�i�n� M�xnes �2005� c��p��es sub�p�i��l s����egies 
��� ����es�ing �n �ge�s��uc�u�e� p�pul��i�n �n� ��e ��isc�e�e �i�e� bi���ss ���el s�lu-
�i�ns ��� ��e s��e �s�e��� He �n�s ���� ��e �i��e�ences ��e ����e� �in��� T����nen �2008� 
studies the outcomes of applying the feedback solutions from the biomass model for 
harvesting a population that is actually age structured. The results show that the biomass 
���el ��� pe����� ����e� well i� ��e ini�i�l �ge s��uc�u�e is cl�se �� equilib�iu� �n� ��e 
s�e��� s���e is unique� Un�e� �ul�iple s�e��� s���es, ign��ing ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e ��� �iel� 
accidental extinctions and unexpected developments toward different steady states. Com-
p��e� �� ��e s�u�� �� ��n�, M�xnes �2005� s�u�ies sub�p�i��l s����egies,2 while Tahvonen 
�2008� ��es n�� ���e�p� �� p�esen� �p�i��l s�lu�i�ns ��� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el�
  T�is s�u�� �pplies ��e gene�ic �ge�s��uc�u�e� p�pul��i�n ���el ���� ��e �s�e�ies 
ecology with endogenous nonlinear recruitment (e.g�, Hilb��n �n� W�l�e�s 1992�� T�e 
harvest is assumed to occur in the middle of each period. This changes the model’s con-
cavity properties and makes the problem more amenable to economic analysis than the 
formulation typically applied, where effort is constant over each period. It is possible, for 
example, to study a model version that is linear in effort and harvest, as well as the pos-
sibili�� �� “�p�i��l ex�inc�i�n�” T�e �isc�e�e �i�e bi���ss ���el c�n be �b��ine� ���� 
��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el un�e� equilib�iu� c�n�i�i�ns� T�is c�nnec�i�n ����s � b�sis ��� 
comparisons and shows how the age-structured model can be viewed as a generalization 
of the biomass approach. The optimal solutions are computed using recently developed 
methods for large-scale nonlinear programming without applying linearization or any ad 
hoc c�ns���in�s �B���, H�ib��, �n� N�ce��l 1999; B���, N�ce��l, �n� W�l�z 2006�� T�ese 
methods permit the computation of the model with complementary constraints and over 
a longer time horizon. This is important as it enables an understanding of the long-term 
stability properties of the optimal solutions.
The Optimization Problem
T�is s�u�� is b�se� �n �n es��blis�e� �ge�s��uc�u�e� p�pul��i�n ���el ���� ��e �s�e�� 
ec�l�g� li�e���u�e �Hilb��n �n� W�l�e�s 1992; Ge�z �n� H�ig�� 1989�� In ��ese ���els, 
����es� ��� be speci�e� �� �ccu� ins��n��ne�usl� �� �n� ���en� wi��in e�c� pe�i�� 
�P�pe 1972; Quinn �n� De�is� 1999; W�l�e�s �n� M���ell 2004� �� si�ul��ne�usl� wi�� 
n��u��l �����li�� �� � c�ns��n� ���e �Be�e���n �n� H�l� 1957�� In ��e ���el �pplie� �e�e, 
�s�ing is �ssu�e� �� �ccu� ins��n��ne�usl� �� ��e �i��le �� e�c� pe�i��, ins�e�� �� ��e 
usual assumption in age-structured optimization models, which strictly follow the Bev-
2 I� is �equi�e� ���� �iel� is � piece�wise line�� inc�e�sing �unc�i�n �� p�pul��i�n bi���ss�Tahvonen 150
e���n �n� H�l� �1957� ����ul��i�n�3 T�e speci�c��i�n ���� is �b��ine� c�n be s�u�ie� in � 
form that is linear in effort and yield. Thus this model and its properties can be compared 
with the well-known discrete time biomass model and the constant escapement (or bang-
b�ng� s�lu�i�n �cf� Ree� 1979�� In ���i�i�n, i� is p�ssible �� �n�l�ze “�p�i��l ex�inc�i�n” 
or the non-existence of optimal sustainable harvesting. This problem is ruled out by con-
traction in studies that follow the Beverton and Holt formulation.
  let xst, s = 1,...,n, t = 0,1,��� �en��e ��e nu�be� �� �s� �� �ge cl�ss s at the beginning 
of period t� T�e nu�be� �� eggs ��� newb��ns� is �en��e� b� x0t. let fs, s = 1,...,n denote 
the fecundity parameters. The number of eggs is given as:
    
  0 1 .
n
t s st s x f x
    �1�
Thus, spawning occurs in the beginning of each period. Only a fraction of the eggs will 
survive as recruits. Given that φ denotes a recruitment function, the next period number 
of recruits is given as:
    x1,t+1 = φ(x0t��                             �2�
let m �en��e ��e ���e �� n��u��l �����li�� wi��in e�c� pe�i��, �n� �ssu�e ���� i� is equ�l 
for all age classes.4 I� �s�ing �����li�� is ze��, � ���c�i�n e – m of an age class will survive 
��� ��e nex� pe�i��� A��e� ��l� � �e��, ��e ���c�i�n ���� is �li�e equ�ls e – m/2. Assuming that 
�s�ing �ccu�s in ��e �i��le �� e�c� pe�i��, ��e �e�el�p�en� �� ��e nu�be� �� �s� in e�c� 
age class, excluding age class 1 and n can be written as:
  xs+1,t+1 = e – m/2(e – m/2xst–hst�, s = 1,...,n – 2, t = 0,1,...,  �3�
where hst, s = 1,...,n – 2, t = 0,1,��� �en��e ��e nu�be� �� �s� ����es�e�� Nex�, ��e �e�el�p-
ment of the age class n ��n� �ll ��e �l�e� �ge cl�sses� is gi�en �s�
                           xn,t+1 = e – m/2(e – m/2xn – 1,t–hn – 1,t� + e – m/2(e – m/2xnt–hst�, t = 0,1,....  �4�
Age�s��uc�u�e� �s�e�� ���els �n� �i��u�l p�pul��i�n �n�l�sis �Gull�n� 1983� ��e �e��il� 
b�se� �n ��e Sc��e�e� �1954� p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n�5 However, as written, for example by 
Cl��k �1985�, ��is p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n is ����e� �es��ic�i�e; ���e gene��ll� ��e �ge�cl�ss 
speci�c ����es� ��� be w�i��en �s� hst = Qs(Et,e – m/2xst�, s = 1....,n, t = 0,1,..., where Et is ef-
fort and Qs is ��e p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n ���� is inc�e�sing in e����� �n� in ��e nu�be� �� �s� 
��� ��e ���en� �� ����es��� N��e ���� un�e� ��is speci�c��i�n �i��e�en� �ge cl�sses c�nn�� 
be ����es�e� in�epen�en�l�; i.e., effort is nonselective. Obviously, the number of har-
�es�e� �s� c�nn�� excee� ��e nu�be� ���� exis�s in ��e gi�en �ge cl�ss �� ��e ���en� �� 
����es�ing; i.e., hst ≤ e – m/2xst, s = 1,...,n, t = 0,1,.... A straightforward application of these 
restrictions would imply an ad hoc c�ns���in� �n e������ H�we�e�, ��e nu�be� �� �s� in 
�n� �ge cl�ss �es��ic�s ��e nu�be� �� �s� c�ug��, bu� n�� ��e nu�be� �� �essel weeks �� 
3Recall that in discrete time economic models the state is normally given in the beginning of each period and 
the control (e.g�, c�nsu�p�i�n� �� ��e en� �� e�c� pe�i��� P�e�i�us �p�i�iz��i�n s�u�ies ���e �pplie� ��e ��igin�l 
Be�e���n �n� H�l� �1957� ��� B���n�� 1918� speci�c��i�n, w�e�e e����� is c�ns��n� ��e� e�c� pe�i�� �W�l�e�s 
1969; H�nness�n 1975; S��ge 2006; H��w��� �n� W�i��le 1986�� I� is n�� s���ig�����w��� �� �iew ��is speci�c�-
�i�n �s being ���e gene��l ���n ��e ���e� �l�e�n��i�es� T�e ins��n��ne�us ����es� speci�c��i�n c�n be ���e ���e 
�ccu���e b� �i�i�ing ��e �s�ing se�s�n �n����ll� � �e��� in�� s����e� pe�i��s�
4�qu�l n��u��l �����li�� ��e� ��e �ge cl�sses is ��pic�l in �ge�s��uc�u�e� ����� An ex�ensi�n �� ��is w�ul� n�� 
cause any problems in optimization models.
5T�e Sc��e�e� �1954� p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n is �ele��n� ��� �e�e�s�l ���wl��s�e�ies, bu� ���e gene��ll�, ����e� 
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se�� T�king ��is ��c� in�� �cc�un� �equi�es �n ���i�i�n�l se� �� �es��ic�i�ns �� ��e ����   
hst=e – m/2xst, if Qs(Et,xst� ≥ xst, s = 1,...,n, t = 0,1,.... These restrictions can be formulated as 
the following complementary constraints:
    
            
/2 1 ( , ) 0, 1,..., , 0,1,...,
m
st s t st st h Q E e x y s n t
        �5�
    
               
/2 2 0, 1,..., , 0,1,...,
m
st st st h e x y s n t
                   �6�
    
                1 2 1 2 0, 0, 0, 1,..., , 0,1,..., st st st st y y y y s n t        �7�
where:
, 1,2, 1,..., , 0,1,...
i
st y i s n t                                                                            
are complementary or slack variables.
  T�e weig�� �� �s� inc�e�ses wi�� �ge cl�ss �n� ��e weig�� �� �ge�cl�ss, s, �s� is 
given by ws, s = 1,...,n� T�e ����l �p��sic�l� �iel�, 
P
t Y , is obtained by summing the yield 
��e� ��e �ge cl�sses �n� equ�ls�
1 , 0,1,....
n p
t s st s Y w h t
        �8�
C�nsequen�l�, ��e ����l bi���ss, Bt, of the population is:
  
  1 , 0,1,....
n
t s st s B w x t
      �9�
In ���i�i�n �� speci�c��i�n �8�, i� is p�ssible �� ��ke in�� �cc�un� ���� ��e p�ice �� �s� ��� 
�epen� �n �s� �ge �n� size� ��� s��e species, p�ice ��� inc�e�se wi�� size �ue �� e�sie� 
�ec��nic�l ��e���en� �� ����es�e� �s�� ��� ���e� species, p�ice ��� �ec�e�se wi�� size 
�n� �ge �ue �� �e�e�i����i�n �� ��e qu�li�� �� ��e �ep���uc�i�e �ge cl�sses �n� �� inc�e�s-
ing �esi�ue c�n���in��i�n, ��� ex��ple� Assu�ing ���� p�ice �epen�s �n �s� �ge �� size, 




t s s st s Y p w h t
   
  
    �10�
where 
R
t Y  denotes revenues and ps, s = 1,...n ��e p�ice ��� e�c� �ge ��� size� cl�ss �� �s��
  Assume that U is an increasing and concave utility function and that C is an in-
creasing and convex cost function for effort. Given that V is the economic value of the 
population and b = 1/(1+r� is ��e �isc�un� ��c��� �r is ��e ���e �� in�e�es��, ��e �bjec�i�e 
function of the optimal harvesting problem is:




t ...} , t , E { t
− = ∑
∞
= = 0 1 0 0 x
  �11�
where V is the value function, x0  is the vector for the initial age class distribution, and 
R , P i , Y
i
t =  may denote the physical yield or economic revenues, respectively. The 
p��ble� �� ��e �p�i��l ����es�ing �� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� p�pul��i�n c�n n�w be �e�ne� 
as the problem of choosing a time path for effort, Et, in order to maximize the net present 
��lue �� ec�n��ic su�plus subjec� �� �es��ic�i�ns �1�–�8� �n� �� ��e ��ll�wing ini�i�l �n� 
boundary conditions:
    and   given , n ,..., s , xs 1 0 =   �12�Tahvonen 152
  ,.... , t , Et 1 0 0 = ≥   �13�
Optimization Procedure and Data on Population Growth
T�e ���el �e�ne� b� equ��i�ns �1�–�13� ��� be �iewe� �s � l��ge�sc�le n�nline�� 
p��g����ing p��ble� wi�� c��ple�en���� ��� equilib�iu�� c�ns���in�s� ��� nu�e�ic�l 
s�lu�i�ns, ��is s�u�� e�pl��s Kni��� �p�i�iz��i�n s���w��e ���� inclu�es s���e������e���� 
in�e�i�� ��� b���ie�� �n� �c�i�e�se� �e����s �B���, H�ib��, �n� N�ce��l 1999; B���, N�-
ce��l, �n� W�l�z 2006�� W�en ��e in�e�i�� p�in� �e���� is �pplie�, ��e s�l�e� ��� use 
ei��e� ��e i�e���i�e c�njug��e g���ien� �pp���c� �� i� ��� ��c��� ��e K��us��Ku�n�Tucke� 
�p�i��l��u�l� ����ix �i�ec�l�� T�e s�s�e� ��s been e��lu��e� ex�ensi�el� �n� i� is sui��ble 
��� s����� p��ble�s bu� ��es n�� �equi�e c�n�exi�� �Wäc��e� �n� Biegle� 2006�� In ���i-
tion, it applies specialized methods for complementary constraints (lopez-Calva, leyffer, 
�n� N�ce��l 2007�� I� is p�ssible �� c���se ��e ini�i�l guesses b� using � ��n���ize� 
multi-start procedure when seeking the globally optimal solution.
  For the purposes of numerical analysis, this study utilizes data that has been collected 
�n� es�i���e� in �s�e�� s��ck �ssess�en� �ese��c�� H�we�e�, ��ese p����e�e� ��lues �ep-
resent a baseline case only and they are varied in the numerical analysis. Table 1 presents 
���� ��� ��e A�l�n�ic �en���en �s�e�� ���� � s�u�� b� Hig���we� �n� G��ss��n �1985� 
�see �ls� Ge�z �n� H�ig�� 1989�� T�is p�pul��i�n is �esc�ibe� b� eig�� �ge cl�sses� 
N��u��l �����li�� is 0�25 �n� equ�l ��� �ll �ge cl�sses� ��� �ec�ui��en�, Hig���we� �n� 
G��ss��n �1985� �ppl� ��e Ricke� �1954� �ec�ui��en� �unc�i�n�
    
  xt+1 = x0αe – β x0t.  �14�
where α = 0�0205 �n� β = 0�0024� N��e ���� ��e c��c��bili�� c�e��cien�s �� n�� inc�e�se 
��n���nic�ll� wi�� �s� �ge �n� size� T�is is n�� �� �ll excep�i�n�l �n� �eflec�s ��e �s�ing 
�ec�n�l�g� �Gull�n� 1983; Mill�� �n� ���e� 1999��
Table 1
Age-class Data for the Atlantic Menhaden Fishery 
Age �����              Weig�� �g�         �ecun�i�� �g�       C��c��bili��
1  102�77  0  0�0577
2  260�21  110�25  0�1805
3  411�73  227�37  0�1579
4  530�31  302�70  0�1540
5  614�28  354�63  0�1430
6  670.60  410.44  0.1820
7  707.23  491.98  0.1703
8+  730.63  469.60  0.1703
S�u�ce� Hig���we� �n� G��ss��n �1985��
Steady-state Analysis and Comparisons with the Biomass Model
��� p�pul��i�ns wi�� �n �ge�cl�ss s��uc�u�e, ��e bi���ss ���el �ep�esen�s �n equilib�iu� 
s�lu�i�n ��� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el �Ge�z 1980�� L�ws�n �n� Hilb��n �1985� w�i�e 153 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
���� “w�ene�e� ��e su�plus p���uc�i�n ���el is �esi�e�, ��e bes� w�� �� c�lcul��e ��e 
p����e�e�s ��� be �� use ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el�” ��� ��is pu�p�se le� xs∞, s = 1,...,n   
�en��e ��e equilib�iu� nu�be� �� in�i�i�u�ls, �n� ��ke e����� �s � c�ns��n�� Assu�ing ��e 
Sc��e�e� �1954� p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns hst = qsxstEt, s = 1,...,n, where qs, s = 1,...,n are catch-
�bili�� c�e��cien�s, i� is p�ssible �� w�i�e equ��i�ns �3�–�4� �s�
xs+1,∞ = xs∞μs, s = 1,...,n–1, where
            μs = e – m (1 – qsE�, s = 1,...,n–2,           �15�
   μn – 1 = e – m (1–qn – 1E�/�1–e – m + e – mqnE��          �16�
N��e ���� in equilib�iu�, ��e c��ple�en���� c�ns���in�s �5�–�7� ��e s��is�e� in � ���� 
, ys 0
1 =   0
2 ≥ s y  for s = 1,...,n implying that hs = qsxsE� Nex�, using equ��i�ns �15�–�16�, 
i� is p�ssible �� w�i�e ��e equilib�iu� �ge�cl�ss s��uc�u�e ��� s = 2,...,n in terms of x1∞:  
    
 




1 , 2,..., .
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
    
  
    �18�
  T�e equilib�iu� nu�be� �� newb��ns ��� eggs� c�n n�w be w�i��en �s�
    
 
, f x x s s
n
s Φ ∑ = = ∞ ∞ 1 1 0
  
  �19�
w�e�e Φ1 ≡ 1� Gi�en ��e Ricke� �1954� �ec�ui��en� �unc�i�n �n� ��e �e�ini�i�n 
R f s s
n
s ≡ Φ ∑ =1 , i� is p�ssible �� w�i�e ��e �e��ining equ��i�n �s�
    
  x1∞ = x1∞Rαe – βx1∞R,  �20�




LN R          α
x
R   β
    �21�
Nex�, �ppl�ing equ��i�ns �17�–�18� �n� ��e �esul� in �21� �iel�s ��e equilib�iu� nu�be� 
�� �s� ��e� ��e �ge cl�sses, �n� equ��i�ns �8�–�9� ��e ����l ����es� �n� bi���ss, �espec-
�i�el�� T�us, i� is p�ssible �� ���� ��e le�el �� bi���ss �n� s�l�e ��� ��e equilib�iu� e����� 
and sustainable yield. The relationship between biomass and yield represents the biomass 
���el ���� c���esp�n�s wi�� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ����� �qu��i�n �21� s��ws ���� � s��ic�l� 
p�si�i�e equilib�iu� exis�s �nl� i� Rα > 1. Using the data from table 1 yields Rα ≈ 22 
for E = 0� I� c�n be s��wn ���� �n equilib�iu� �� ��e �ge�cl�ss ���el is l�c�ll� s��ble i� 
|R∂φ(x0∞�/∂x0∞|<1 �Ge�z �n� H�ig�� 1980�� T�is c�n�i�i�n is s��is�e� ��� ��e ���� in ��ble 1�
  Figures 1a and b show analysis of the biomass-yield relationships based on the data 
in ��ble 1� In �gu�e 1�, ��e s�li� line is ��e equilib�iu� �iel� �s � �unc�i�n �� bi���ss� 
T�e c����ing c�p�ci�� is �b�u� 2,316 ���us�n� ��ns �n� ��e MSY is �b�u� 536 ���us�n� 
��ns� As bec��e cle�� in ��e �e�i���i�n �� equ��i�ns �15� �� �21�, ��is �unc�i�n is �n �u�-
c��e �� b��� ��e bi�l�gic�l p��pe��ies �� ��e �s� p�pul��i�n �n� �� ��e �s�ing �ec�n�l�g� 
inclu�e� in ��e p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns �n� c��c��bili�� c�e��cien�s� T� �e��ns����e ��is, ��e Tahvonen 154
l�wes� �unc�i�n in �gu�e 1� s��ws ��e equilib�iu� �iel� i� ��e c��c��bili�� c�e��cien� �� �ge 
cl�ss 1 is inc�e�se� �� equ�l ��e c�e��cien� �� �ge cl�ss 2� As s��wn, ��is �ec�e�ses sus��in-
�ble �iel� ��e� �ll bi���ss le�els� T�e �ig�es� �unc�i�n in �gu�e 1� s��ws ��e equilib�iu� 
�iel� i� � pe��ec�l� selec�i�e �ec�n�l�g� c�ul� be use�� M�xi�izing ��e equilib�iu� �iel� �� 
� gi�en bi���ss le�el ��pic�ll� �equi�es ����es�ing �s� ���� �nl� �ne �� �w� �ge cl�sses� 
The circles show biomass levels where the optimal harvesting regime switches between the 
age classes. For example, below biomass level 840 it is optimal to harvest age classes 1 and 
2, and above biomass level 2,110 the optimal harvest is targeted to age classes 7 and 8.
  Similarly, as harvesting technology determines the physical sustainable yield, the 
p�ice ���i��i�n ��e� ��e �ge �� size �� �s� ��� �e�e��ine ��e le�el �� sus��in�ble �e�-
enues� In �gu�e 1b, ��e �ig�e� ��s�e� line s��ws sus��in�ble �e�enues �c��c��bili�� 
c�e��cien�s ���� ��ble 1� i� ��e p�ice �� �s� inc�e�ses wi�� �ge �n� size �ps = 22.8 + 2.8 x 
s�� T�e l�we� ��s�e� line s��ws ��e c�se w�e�e ��e ���ke� p�ice �ec�e�ses wi�� �ge �n� 
size (ps = 22.8 – 2.8 x s��  As s��wn, ��e ��xi�u� sus��in�ble �e�enues �epen� �n ��e 
price structure and may be realized above or below the biomass level that maximizes the 
p��sic�l sus��in�ble �iel� �s�li� line��
  Figures 2a and b show comparisons of optimal steady states between the discrete 
time biomass and the age-structured models assuming zero harvesting cost. The fact that 
in the age-structured model sustainable yield depends on harvesting technology readily 
implies that, even in the simplest case with no harvesting cost, the economically opti-
mal steady state is not determined by purely biological factors and the interest rate. This 
should be compared to the biomass approach where the development of biomass can be 
given as Bt+1 = Bt + F(Bt� – ht, where F is the natural growth function for biomass and h 
is harvest. In the absence of harvesting cost, the optimal steady state is determined by the 
conditions dF(B�/dB = r and F(B� = h. Clearly, interpreting F as a purely biological func-
tion is problematic (cf� Cl��k 1990, p� 9�, since i� c�nn�� be �e�ne� wi���u� �ssu�p�i�ns 
about the harvesting technology.6 
Figures 1a,b.  Effects of Fishing Technology and Fish Price
on Equilibrium Yield and Revenues
  �� Depen�ence �� equilib�iu� �iel� �n ����es�ing �ec�n�l�g��
  b� Depen�ence �� equilib�iu� �e�enues �n �s� p�ice�
6 ��� �ge�s��uc�u�e� p�pul��i�ns, ��e ��c� ���� �s�ing �ec�n�l�g� is � ��c��� ���� �e�e��ines ��e equilib�iu� 
biomass-yield function cannot be circumvented when the biomass model is directly estimated from empirical 
���� �n ��e ����es�e� p�pul��i�n ��n es�i���i�n, see H����n 2001��155 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
  Figure 2a presents results for the model given all eight age classes. As shown, the 
steady states for the biomass and the age-structured models coincide only when the dis-
c�un� ���e is ze�� �n� p�ice is in�epen�en� �� �ge �n� size� Wi�� � �xe� p�ice, ��e �p�i��l 
steady state biomass is lower for the biomass model, and for this model the steady state 
does not exist when r ≥ 0�86� In c��p��is�n wi�� ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���el, ��e �p�i��l 
steady state biomass at this critical interest rate is about 700 thousand tons, and depletion 
�� ��e p�pul��i�n bec��es �p�i��l �nl� wi�� � �ig�e� in�e�es� ���e� In ���i�i�n, �gu�e 2� 
shows how the dependence of price on age and size changes the optimal steady state in 
the age-structured model.
   Figure 2b shows a similar computation for a reduced model with only the two young-
es� �ge cl�sses; i.e., assuming that n = 2 in the table 1 data. The steady state is now given 
in �e��s �� ��e nu�be� �� �s� in �ge cl�ss 2� T�e essen�i�l �i��e�ence wi�� ��e �ull eig�� 
age-classes model is that now the age-structured model yields higher steady states with a 
low interest rate but lower steady states with a higher interest rate compared to the bio-
mass model.
  A complete interpretation of the factors that cause the deviation between the steady 
s���es �equi�es �n �n�l��ic�l �e�i���i�n �� ��e s�e����s���e equ��i�ns ��� ��e �ge�s��uc-
tured model. This may well be possible, but it is somewhat tedious due to the structure 
determined by the nonselective harvesting technology. However, it is clear that in the 
age-structured model the marginal rate of return is determined via a time-delay structure 
through all age classes. The biomass approach does not capture these effects, implying 
that the steady states only coincide accidentally. In addition, the classic results on the 
exis�ence �� �p�i��l sus��in�ble ����es�ing p�lic� �Cl��k 1973� �� n�� c���� ��e� �� ��e 
age-structured framework.
Figures 2a,b.  Comparison of Optimal Steady States of the Biomass and Age-
structured Models with Zero Harvesting Cost
  ��� S�e��� s���es w�en ��e ���el inclu�es �ll ��e eig�� �ge cl�sses�
  �b� S�e��� s���e nu�be� �� �ge cl�ss �w� �s� w�en ��e ���el inclu�es �w�  
  age classes.Tahvonen 156
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t Y ) Y ( U =  and C(Et� = cE. Figure 
3 is based on an example where b=0.97 and c = 10. In addition, assume the Schaefer 
p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns; i.e., Qs(Et,e – m/2xst� = qsEte – m/2xst, s = 1,...,n. This implies that the 
problem is linear with respect to effort and total yield.7 Thus, the properties of the optimal 
solution can be compared with the well-known optimal constant escapement policy that is 
�b��ine� un�e� si�il�� �ssu�p�i�ns ��� ��e bi���ss ���el �Spence 1973; Ree� 1979��
   In �gu�es 3� �n� b, ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n is s�u�ie� b� ��n���l� c���sing 200 ini�i�l 
�ge �is��ibu�i�ns �n� pl���ing ��e ini�i�l bi���ss �n� ��e ��s� pe�i�� �p�i��l s�lu�i�n ��� 
aggregate yield and escapement. The optimal steady state is denoted by a circle at the 
point e – m/2B0 = 1,124, Y0 = 536� In �gu�e 3�, ��e ����e� line s��ws ��e equilib�iu� �iel� 
as a function of biomass (cf� �gu�e 1��� T�e s�e����s���e bi���ss is bel�w ��e MSY bi�-
mass because the unit cost of effort is relatively low. Figure 3a shows that optimal total 
yield is not a function of biomass since it depends on how the biomass is distributed over 
the age classes.
  �igu�e 3b s��ws ��e �p�i��l esc�pe�en�; i.e., e – m/2 B0 – Y0. If the initial biomass 
is s��ll en�ug�, ��e �p�i��l �iel� is ze�� �n� �p�i��l esc�pe�en� equ�ls ��e bi���ss 
Figures 3a,b.  ���ec�s �� Age Cl�ss Dis��ibu�i�n �n Op�i��l �sc�pe�en� �n� Yiel�
N��es� Line�� ���el wi�� �espec� �� e����� �n� �iel�; P����e�e� ��lues, see �ex��
7 note that due to complementary constraints, a potential nonlinearity exists if the solution does not remain in 
regime y1
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before harvest. This solution may be optimal up to e – m/2 B0 ≈ 800 �epen�ing �n ��w ��e 
ini�i�l bi���ss is �is��ibu�e� ��e� ��e �ge cl�sses� W�en ��e ini�i�l bi���ss is �ig�e�, ��e 
�p�i��l esc�pe�en� �en�s �� �ec�e�se� T�is �g�ees wi�� �gu�e 3�, w�e�e ��e �p�i��l ����l 
�iel� �en�s �� inc�e�se ��s�e� ���n ��e ����l bi���ss� T�is �eflec�s ��e ��c� ���� b��� �ig�e� 
c��c��bili�� c�e��cien�s ��� ��e ���ee �l�es� �ge cl�sses �n� ��e Sc��e�e� p���uc�i�n �unc-
tion imply a higher optimal catch when the population is large, even at the expense of a 
somewhat smaller catch in the next period.
  ��� c��p��is�n, ��e �p�i��l c�ns��n� esc�pe�en� s����eg� is �epic�e� in �gu�es 3� �n� 
b by dashed lines. Since the optimal yield depends on the age class distribution and increases 
��s�e� ���n ��e bi���ss, ��e c�ns��n� esc�pe�en� s����eg� �e�i��es qui�e cle��l� ���� ��e ��ue 
optimal solution. note that at the biomass level of 800 thousand tons the optimal escapement 
��� equ�l 800 ���us�n� ��ns �i.e., ��e �p�i��l �iel� is ze���, w�ile �� ��e bi���ss le�el �� 2,300 
��e �p�i��l esc�pe�en� le�el ��� be �uc� l�we�, equ�l �� �b�u� 400 ���us�n� ��ns�
  A general feature of these solutions is the dependence of the optimal aggregate yield 
�n ��e �ge�cl�ss s��uc�u�e� �igu�e 3c s��ws �n �n�l�sis w�e�e ��e nu�be� �� �s� in �ge 
classes 2–8 are 1% of their optimal steady-state levels, and x10 and x80 are varied to keep 
the total biomass at the optimal steady-state level (B0 = 1,275�, �s in �gu�es 3� �n� b� T�e 
x-axes show the level of x80 and x10, and the y-axes the level of optimal aggregate yield at 
��e ��s� pe�i�� �� �n in�ni�e ���iz�n s�lu�i�n� T�us, w�en ��e bi���ss is c�ncen����e� �n 
��e ��unges� �ge cl�ss, ��e �p�i��l ����l �iel� is ze��, �l���ug� ��e ����l bi���ss equ�ls 
i�s s�e����s���e le�el� T�is �eflec�s ��e ��c� ���� i� is �p�i��l �� p�e�en� g��w�� ��e��s�-
ing� W�en ��e �ge �is��ibu�i�n is s�i��e� ��w��� ��e �l�e� �ge cl�ss, ��e �p�i��l �gg�eg��e 
yield increases and reaches a level of 848 thousand tons. However, when the biomass is 
further shifted toward the oldest age class, the optimal aggregate yield decreases slightly. 
The intuition is that it is optimal to save more of the older age class that, in this case, 
is �esp�nsible ��� ��e �ep���uc�i�n �� ��e p�pul��i�n; i.e., to prevent recruitment over-
�s�ing�8 This can be contrasted with the biomass model where the optimal yield is a 
monotonically increasing function of biomass.
Figure 3c.  T�e ���ec� �� Age Cl�ss Dis��ibu�i�n �n Op�i��l Yiel�
N��es� Bi���ss is kep� �xe� �� ��e s�e����s���e le�el �n� �ge s��uc�u�e is ���ie�
from a distribution where youngest age class dominates towards a distribution
w�e�e �l�es� �ge cl�ss ���in��es, p����e�e� ��lues �s in �gu�es 3�,b�
8 In g��w�� ��e��s�ing, �s� ��e c�ug�� w�en ��e� ��e c�nsi�e�e� �� be ��� s��ll �n� ��ung� In �ec�ui��en� 
��e��s�ing, ��e sp�wning s��ck is ����es�e� ��wn �� � le�el ���� is ��� l�w�Tahvonen 158
   Figure 4 shows how the optimal solutions proceed over time. In the four examples, 
the optimal solutions approach the same steady state. This feature also holds for all of the 
200 ex��ples in �gu�es 3� �n� b� T�us, ��ese s�e��� s���es ��� be gl�b�ll� s��ble� An-
other feature of the optimal solutions is that they may overshoot the steady state several 
times, again demonstrating the fact that the optimal solution is more complex than the 
constant escapement policy. However, it is worth noting that even in the case of linear 
speci�c��i�n, ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n �pp���c�es � s�e��� s���e wi�� s����� sus��in�ble ���-
�es� ins�e�� �� pulse �s�ing �cf� W�l�e�s 1969; H�nness�n 1975�� 
   T�e c�ns��n� esc�pe�en� s����eg� is �iscusse� b��� in �s�e�� ec�n��ics �n� ec�l�g� 
li�e���u�e �Spence 1973; Ree� 1979; Cl��k 1990; Hilb��n �n� W�l�e�s 1992; W�l�e�s �n� 
M���ell 2004; Jennings, K�ise�, �n� Re�n�l�s 2007�� I� ��s been s�i� �� ���e p��c�ic�l 
relevance due to its simplicity and has been proposed in the context of both the age-struc-
�u�e� �n� ��e �isc�e�e��i�e bi���ss �pp���c�es� T�e �esul�s s��wn in �gu�es 3�, 3b, �n� 
4 nevertheless show that the policy is not optimal for age-structured populations.
9 The discount factor b = 0�8 i�plies �n �nnu�l in�e�es� ���e is 25%� T�is �ig� in�e�es� ���e le�el is c��sen �nl� 
to reveal theoretical properties of the optimal solution. Recall that in analytical work model properties may be 
s�u�ie� w�en � → ∞� 
Figure 4.  Optimal Solutions with Different Initial States
N��es� Line�� speci�c��i�n wi�� �espec� �� e����� �n� �iel� p����e�e� ��lues �s in �gu�e 3�,b�
Nonlinear Specification
To examine the solution under nonlinearities, assume U(Yt� = �10Yt�0.6, C(Et� = 0, b = 0.8, 
�n� ��e Sc��e�e� p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n, w�e�e ��e c��c��bili�� c�e��cien�s ��e ���� ��ble 
1. These parameter values imply a steady state where B∞ ≈ 1,078, Y∞ = 519 �s�e��� s���e 
A in �gu�e 5���9 T�e ����e� line s��ws ��e equilib�iu� bi���ss��iel� �el��i�ns�ip� Since 159 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
�s�ing c�s�s ��e ze�� �n� ��e �isc�un� ���e is p�si�i�e, ��e �p�i��l s�e��� s���e exis�s 
bel�w ��e MSY bi���ss� �igu�e 5� s��ws ���ee ex��ples �� �p�i��l s�lu�i�ns ���� c�n-
�e�ge ��w��� ��is s�e��� s���e� T�e ���e� s�lu�i�ns in �gu�e 5� ��ll�w ���� �n ex��ple 
where U(Yt� = �10Yt�0.6, C(Et� = 60Et
2, b = 0.97, with the production functions the same as 
be���e� In ��is c�se, ��e �isc�un� ���e is l�w �n� �s�ing is c�s�l� w�ic�, ��ge��e� wi�� ��e 
Schaefer production function, imply that the steady-state biomass is higher and the yield 
is l�we� ���n ��e MSY le�els; i.e., B∞ ≈ 2,071, Y∞ ≈ 178 �s�e��� s���e B in �gu�e 5��� �ig-
u�e 5� s��ws ��u� ex��ples �� �p�i��l s�lu�i�ns ���� c�n�e�ge ��w��� ��e s�e��� s���e� 
As in ��e c�se �� line�� speci�c��i�n ��gu�es 3�, 3b, �n� 4�, i� is likel� ���� un�e� b��� 
p����e�e� ��lues ��e s�e��� s���es ��e gl�b�ll� s��ble �in ��e s���le p�in� sense��
Figure 5a.  Optimal Solutions under nonlinear Utility
notes: Steady state 1: High interest rate, zero harvesting cost. Steady state 2: low interest rate, 
high harvesting cost. Parameter values: see text.
  A key feature of the optimal solution is that optimal yield is not a function of the bio-
��ss, bu� � �unc�i�n �� ��e nu�be� �� �s� in e�c� �ge cl�ss� In spi�e �� ��is, i� is p�ssible 
�� �iew ��e ex��ples in �gu�e 5� �s i� ��e �p�i��l �iel� is �ig�e� w�en ��e bi���ss is 
higher. This relationship may be weaker if, for example, the production functions deviate 
���� ��e Sc��e�e� ����ul��i�n� T�e ��u� ex��ples in �gu�e 5b ��e b�se� �n ��e p���uc-
tion function:
Qs(Et,e – m/2xst� = qsEt
0.9 (e – m/2xst�0.1. 
T�is speci�c��i�n ��� be sui��ble ��� pel�gic sc���ling species �n� wi�� ge�� s��u���i�n 
�Quinn �n� De�is� 1999�� N��e ���� ��e �epen�ence �� c��c� �n ��e nu�be� �� �s� is 
weaker than in the case of the Schaefer production function. The other parameter values 
��e ��e s��e �s in ��e ex��ple wi�� ��e �ig�e� s�e����s���e bi���ss in �gu�e 5�� �igu�e 
5b s��ws ���� wi�� ge�� s��u���i�n �� pel�gic sc���ling, ��e ����l �iel� �epen�s ���e Tahvonen 160
strongly on the age distribution of the population than in the case of the Schaefer produc-
tion function. The solutions with low initial yield have an initial age structure where older 
age classes are close to zero, implying that optimal yield may be low although the popu-
l��i�n bi���ss ��� equ�l �� excee� ��e s�e����s���e le�el� 
  Figure 6 shows how the age-class structure develops over time. The parameter values 
��e �s in �gu�e 5b� A��e� 30 pe�i��s, ��e �ge s��uc�u�e is cl�se �� s�e����s���e �is��ibu�i�n� T�e 
s�e����s���e �ge�cl�ss s��uc�u�e is � c�nsequence �� n��u��l �����li�� �n� ��e �s�ing �ec�n�l-
�g� speci�e� in p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns �n� c��c��bili�� c�e��cien�s� I� w�ul�, ��we�e�, be 
p�ssible �� ��� se�e��l �i��e�en� �s�ing �ec�n�l�gies in�� ��e ���el wi�� ��e i�plic��i�n ���� 
����es� c�n be ���ge�e� ���e e��cien�l� �� speci�c �ge cl�sses �cf� Bj��n��l �n� B��s�� 2006��
Figure 5b. Optimal Solutions under nonlinear Utility
and Generalized Production Function
notes: Parameter values, see text.
Optimal Yield and Number of Recruits
H��w��� �n� W�i��le �1986� s�l�e ��ei� ���el b� line��izing ��e necess��� c�n�i�i�ns 
at a steady state, with the implication that the optimal aggregate yield becomes a linear 
�unc�i�n �� �s� in ���i�us �ge cl�sses� T�e� n��e ���� in ��ei� nu�e�ic�l ex��ple, �p�i��l 
�gg�eg��e �iel� �ec�e�ses wi�� ��e nu�be� �� �s� in ��e ��unges� �ge cl�ss� T�is �esul� 
is cl�sel� �el��e� wi�� ��e c��pu���i�n �esul�s s��wn in �gu�e 3c �n� c�n be s�u�ie� �u�-
ther. Figure 7 is based on an example where f1 = f2 = 0, U = (10Yt�0.7, b = 0.97, C = Et, and 
p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns ��e ���� Sc��e�e� �1954�� T�e x��xis s��ws ��e �gg�eg��e bi���ss 
w�en ��e nu�be� �� �s� in �ge cl�ss 1, 2, �� 3 is ���ie� �n� ���e� �ge cl�sses ��e kep� 
�xe� �� ��ei� s�e����s���e le�els� T�e ���xis s��ws ��e �p�i��l �gg�eg��e �iel� ��� ��e ��s� 
period. As shown, the aggregate yield initially increases and later decreases as a function 
of the recruit biomass. next, it can be observed that the optimal yield is a monotonically 
�ec�e�sing �n� c�n�ex �unc�i�n �� ��e �s� bi���ss in ��e sec�n� �ge cl�ss� ��� �ge cl�ss-
es 3 and older, the optimal yield increases with the size of the given age class.161 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
  The result that the optimal yield may decrease with the aggregate biomass if the in-
crease is in the youngest age classes is in contrast to the biomass model where the optimal 
yield is always a non-decreasing function of biomass. The age-structured approach recog-
nizes that the population age structure contains valuable information on future harvesting 
possibilities and that it is economically optimal to take this information into account in 
harvesting decisions. Thus, it is optimal to postpone effort and harvest the large cohort 
later when its weight and economic value are higher. Figure 7 also shows that the lin-
Figure 6.  The Development of Age Classes over Time
Figure 7.  Op�i��l Yiel� �n� Size V��i��i�ns in Di��e�en� Age Cl�ssesTahvonen 162
e��iz��i�n p��ce�u�e �pplie� b� H��w��� �n� W�i��le �1986� ��� l�se s��e essen�i�l 
properties of the optimal solution.
Effects of Some Bioeconomic Parameters
In ��e ��ble 1 ���� �ll �ge cl�sses ��e �ulne��ble �� �s�ing� H�we�e�, i� is p�ssible ���� 
�s�ing ge�� ��s � kni�e�e�ge selec�i�i�� p��pe���, �e�ning ���� s��e ��unges� �ge cl�sses 
are not harvested. Another possibility is that fecundity is zero for youngest age classes, or 
���� ��e �s�ing ge�� is n�nselec�i�e �n� ��e ��unges� �ge cl�sses ��e c���e�ci�ll� w����-
less. Such changes have rather strong implications for the properties of the model.
  Figure 8 shows the baseline case where, in addition to the parameter values in table 
1, i� is �ssu�e� ���� ��e p���uc�i�n �unc�i�ns ��ll�w ��e Sc��e�e� speci�c��i�n �n� U(Yt� 
= (10Yt�0.7, b = 0.97, C(Et� = 0� Tw� �p�i��l s�lu�i�ns �s�li� lines A �n� B� ��e s��wn in 
an aggregate biomass-yield state space. For comparison, the dotted lines show the feed-
back control for the biomass model.
  In �gu�e 9 i� is �ssu�e� ���� �s�ing ge�� ��s ��e kni�e�e�ge selec�i�i�� p��pe���� 
Un�e� suc� �s�ing �ec�n�l�g�, ��e ���el´s p��pe��ies c��nge ���s�ic�ll�� I� ����es� ��-
fects only the six oldest age classes and the discount rate is high enough, in the resulting 
equilib�iu�, �ge cl�ss 3 is c��ple�el� ����es�e� e�e�� pe�i�� �n� �l�e� �ge cl�sses �� n�� 
exist. Obviously, it is not possible to reach lower biomass levels independently of the dis-
c�un� ���e� N��e ���� ��e equilib�iu� bi���ss��iel� �unc�i�n exis�s �nl� ��� bi���ss le�els 
c�n��ining �s� ���� �ge cl�ss 3 �n� �l�e�� In �gu�e 9, ��is l�wes� ����in�ble bi���ss le�el 
is s��ew��� bel�w 1,500 ���us�n� ��ns� T�e s�lu�i�n ���� �e�c�es ��is bi���ss le�el ���e� 
se�e��l ��e��s����ings ��s ��e s��e p����e�e� ��lues �s ��e benc����k c�se in �gu�e 8 
���e s�lu�i�n wi�� � �ig�e� ini�i�l bi���ss� exclu�ing ���� q1 = q2 = 0. The other solution 
in �gu�e 9 ��ll�ws i� ����es�ing c�s�s ��e p�si�i�e bu� line�� �c = 50�� T�e c�se �� kni�e�
Figure 8.  Comparison of Biomass and Age-structured Models163 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
e�ge selec�i�i�� is �ig�l� �ele��n� in �s�e�� �egul��i�n, bu� i� is uncle�� ��w ��e bi���ss 
�pp���c� c�ul� �esc�ibe �s�e�ies �ppl�ing suc� �ec�n�l�gies� M��e c��plic��i�ns w�ul� 
��ise i� � p�ssibili�� �� c���se ���� se�e��l �s�ing �ec�n�l�gies we�e ���e� �� ��e ���el�
  Figures 10a and b describe a case where fecundity is zero for age classes s = 1,...,4.     
In ��is c�se, ��e equilib�iu� bi���ss��iel� �unc�i�n exis�s ��e� ��e n����l ��nge, bu� i�s 
s��pe �i��e�s ���� ��e benc����k c�se ��gu�e 8�� Ag�in, ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n ��� ��e �ge�
structured model contains over-shootings, while the solutions for the biomass model are 
monotonic paths toward the steady state with a slightly lower biomass level. Figure 10b 
compares the optimal solutions under high interest rates. Zero fecundity for the young 
�ge cl�sses �ec�e�ses ��e sl�pe �� ��e equilib�iu� bi���ss��iel� �unc�i�n ��� l�w bi���ss 
levels, implying that the existence of optimal steady states becomes more critical. In the 
ex��ple, �n in�e�es� ���e equ�l �� r = 0.287 is high enough to imply that according to the 
biomass model, it is optimal to deplete the population. However, as shown, an optimal 
sustainable harvesting solution exists for the age-structured model. Clearly such an inter-
est rate is high, but nevertheless the example demonstrates a crucial difference between 
the biomass and the age-structured model.
  �igu�es 11� �n� b s��w ��e �u�c��e i� ��e ��unges� ��n� s��lles�� �s� ��e n�� c��-
�e�ci�ll� ��lu�ble� In �gu�e 11�, i� is �ssu�e� ���� ��e ���ee ��unges� �ge cl�sses ��e 
commercially worthless but that the catchability and fecundity parameters are as in the 
b�seline c�se ���ble 1�� As s��wn in �gu�e 11�, ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n ��es n�� c�n�e�ge 
to a steady state with constant yield and biomass. Instead, the long-run optimal solution 
is � li�i� c�cle w�e�e �iel� �n� bi���ss ��n� ���e� ���i�bles� fluc�u��e ��e� �i�e ���e 
Figure 9.  Op�i��l S�lu�i�ns un�e� Kni�e ��ge Selec�i�i��
note: q1 = q2 = 0.  Tahvonen 164
s�li� line in �gu�e 11b�� T�is ��pe �� s�lu�i�n is �p�i��l, since ���e� cl�sing ��e �s�e�� 
for some periods, the age distribution changes and a larger proportion of the catch will 
consist of the valuable older age classes. This solution therefore attempts to avoid growth 
��e��s�ing �see ����n��e 8�� I� i� is �ssu�e� ���� ��e ge�� ��s ��e kni�e�e�ge selec�i�i�� 
property and qs = 0, s = 1,2,3; ��e c�cle �is�ppe��s �n� ��e s�lu�i�n �pp���c�es � s�e��� 
state with constant yield and biomass over time.
  The concavity properties of the utility function also have implications for the cycli-
c�li�� �� ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n� In �gu�e 11b, ��e p��� ���� s��bilizes �� ��e �iel� le�el �� 
200 thousand tons is the optimal solution if the concavity parameter in the utility function 
is �ec�e�se� ���� 0�7 �� 0�5� T�us, ��e c�cle �is�ppe��s w�en ��e c�nc��i�� �� pe�i��ic 
�u�c��e wi�� �espec� �� �iel� is inc�e�se�� In c�n���s�, ��e ����e� line in �gu�e 11b is ��e 
�p�i��l s�lu�i�n w�en ��e �bjec�i�e �unc�i�n is line�� wi�� �espec� �� �iel� ��n� e������� 
T�is s�lu�i�n is �n ex��ple �� � pu�e pulse �s�ing s����eg��
  Pulse �s�ing is � s��ew��� ��s�e�i�us ��pic in �s�e�� li�e���u�e� Age�s��uc�u�e� �p-
�i�iz��i�n s�u�ies ���e ��pic�ll� p��p�se� pulse �s�ing �s ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n �W�l�e�s 
1969; H�nness�n 1975�� Cl��k �1990� ���e�s �n �n�l�sis �� pulse �s�ing in ��e c�n�ex� �� 
the classic Beverton-Holt model with constant exogenous recruitment, zero harvesting 
cost, linear utility, and a somewhat ad hoc application of the Faustmann forest formula. 
In �is s�lu�i�ns, ��e en�i�e �s� p�pul��i�n is ����es�e� �� �egul�� in�e���ls, ��e leng�� �� 
w�ic� is s�l�e� using ��e ��us���nn ���es� ����ul�� Cl��k �1990� w�i�es ���� in �is �n�l�-
sis ex�gen�us �ec�ui��en� is �ne p�e�equisi�e ��� pulse �s�ing�   
Figure 10a.  Ze�� �ecun�i�� ��� Y�ung Age Cl�sses
note: qs = 0, s = 1,2,3,4.165 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
Figure 10b.  Ze�� �ecun�i�� ��� Y�ung Age Cl�sses �n� Hig� R��e �� In�e�es�� �x�inc�i�n 
under the Biomass Model, Sustainable Harvest under Age-structured Model
Figure 11a.  Op�i��l Li�i� C�cle w�en ��e T��ee Y�unges� Age Cl�sses
are Commercially ValuelessTahvonen 166
  T�e �n�l�sis in ��is p�pe� s��ws ���� pulse �s�ing s��ul� be un�e�s���� �s � b�un�-
��� li�i� c�cle� Be�ween ��e pulse �s�ing s�lu�i�n �n� ��e equilib�iu� wi�� s����� 
harvest over time, there is a continuum of interior limit cycles depending on the model 
parameters. The intuition is that since gear is nonselective, and the youngest age classes 
are not commercially valuable, the normal sustainable harvest strategy that is constant 
��e� �i�e i�plies g��w�� ��e��s�ing� T�is c�n be p���l� ���i�e� i� ����es�ing is pe�i-
odically decreased to nearly zero so that older age classes form a larger proportion of the 
p�pul��i�n� Wi�� line�� u�ili�� �n� e����� c�s�, ��e �p�i��l ����es� le�el is �e�p����il� 
equ�l �� ze�� be�ween ��e pe�i��s wi�� p�si�i�e �iel�, bu� �ue �� en��gen�us �ec�ui��en�, 
��e p�pul��i�n le�el �us� �e��in s��ic�l� p�si�i�e ��e� ��e c�cle ��gu�e 11���
Summary
This study shows that there is no guarantee that any of the basic features of the biomass 
model will carry over to the age-structured framework. The differences between the two 
approaches can be summarized as follows:
In the biomass model, sustainable yield is based on biological properties of the  1. 
n��u��l p���uc�i�n �unc�i�n; w�ile in ��e �ge�s��uc�u�e� �pp���c�, i� is b�se� b��� �n 
bi�l�gic�l ��c���s �n� �s�ing �ec�n�l�g��
�xclu�ing c�inci�ences, ��e �p�i��l s�e��� s���es �� ��e �w� ���els ��e equ�l �nl�  2. 
��� MSY�
Figure 11b.  Op�i��l Pulse �is�ing w�en ��e T��ee Y�unges� Age Cl�sses
are Commercially Valueless167 Harvesting Age-structured Fish Populations
Conditions for the existence of optimal steady state (or optimal sustainable harvest- 3. 
ing p�lic�� ��e �i��e�en� ��� ��e bi���ss �n� �ge�s��uc�u�e� ���els�
In the biomass framework the optimal transition paths are monotonic, but in the  4. 
�ge�s��uc�u�e� ����ew��k ��e p���s �in bi���ss��iel� s���e sp�ce� ��e ��pic�ll� n�n�
monotonic and may contain damped oscillations.
In the biomass model, optimal yield is an increasing function of biomass, while in  5� 
the age-structured framework, optimal yield is a function of the number of individu-
als in different age classes. If the population is dominated by young age classes, the 
optimal yield may decrease as a function of biomass.
If the optimization problem is linear in yield and effort, the discrete time biomass mod- 6. 
el yields constant escapement. This policy is not optimal for the age-structured model.
Un�e� kni�e�e�ge selec�i�i��, ��e equilib�iu� bi���ss�sus��in�ble �iel� �el��i�ns�ip  7. 
��es n�� exis� in ��e usu�l sense �n� ��e �p�i��l s�e��� s���e ��� be �l�c�ll�� in�e-
pendent of the discount rate.
Depen�ing �n ��e c��c��bili�� p���le, e����� c�s�, �n� p�ice �e�e��in��i�n, ��e �ge� 8. 
s��uc�u�e� ���el ��� �iel� li�i� c�cles �n� pulse �s�ing �s ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n� 
Si�il�� ��c���s be�in� ��e pulse �s�ing s����eg� ��e �i��cul� ��� i�p�ssible� �� �n�-
lyze applying the biomass model.
  Earlier studies have found that the age-structured model would almost inevitably 
�iel� ��e pulse �s�ing s����eg� �s ��e �p�i��l s�lu�i�n �W�l�e�s 1969; H�nness�n 1975; 
Cl��k 1990�� T�is s�u�� sugges�s ���� e�en w�en ��e p��ble� is line�� in �iel� �n� e�����, 
the optimal solution may converge toward a steady state with constant harvest. To some 
extent, this difference may follow from the choice of this study to apply the normal ap-
p���c� in ec�n��ic ���els w�e�e c�n���l is speci�e� �s �n ins��n��ne�us e�en� ins�e�� 
�� ��e cl�ssic Be�e���n �n� H�l� �1957� ����ul��i�n w�e�e �s�ing is c�ns��n� ��e� e�c� 
period.10 H�we�e�, pulse �s�ing is �ls� p�ssible �n� is s��wn �� �ep�esen� � b�un���� 
limit cycle. In the case of knife-edge selectivity, the biomass-sustainable yield curve does 
n�� exis� in ��e usu�l sense �n� ��e �p�i��l s�e��� s���e ��� be �l�c�ll�� in�epen�en� �� 
the discount rate. These results, and the generic model version developed, are new both to 
�s�e�� ec�n��ics �n� ec�l�g�� ���� ��e ec�n��ic p�in� �� �iew, ��e s�u�� e�p��sizes 
that the population age structure includes valuable information on future harvesting pos-
sibilities that is ignored when the biomass model is applied.
  Ongoing discussions suggest that including the population age structure into eco-
n��ic s�u�ies �ese��es ���e e�p��sis �W�l�e�s �n� M���ell 2004; M�xnes 2005; S��ge 
2006; T����nen 2008�� An ex��ple �� �n in�e�es�ing p��ble� is ��e en��gen�us c��ice 
�� �s�ing ge�� wi�� �i��e�en� c��c��bili�� p���les �cf� Bj��n��l �n� B��s�� 2006�� De-
spite complexity, it should be possible to study the age-structured model analytically 
wi���u� �e�i��i�ns ���� ��e ��s� ��ui��ul speci�c��i�ns� An�l��ic�l w��k will inc�e�se ��e 
understanding of why the optimal steady states differ for the two models. Studying deter-
�inis�ic �s�e�� ���els s��ul� be un�e�s���� �nl� �s s�epping s��nes ��w��� e�pi�ic�ll� 
���e �e�lis�ic ���els wi�� s��c��s�ic �ec�ui��en� �n� �s� p�ice� A��ing �ul�iple species 
or spatial structure should not produce overly complex problems for numerical analysis.
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